Date: June 29, 2019
Flight Campaign ID: P1C1
Airport, FBO ID, City: KBDU, NEON Hangar, Boulder, CO

Domain:
Sites Flown: N10C, W10B, H10B
Days left in Domain: 12

Report Author: Matt DeVoep
Flight Crew: Matt DeVoep, Nick Marusich
Ground/GPS Crew: Matt DeVoep
Pilots: Gina Moore, David Little
Additional Personnel: none

GPS Instruments: Sys 01, CHLL
Flight Hours: 2.28
Hours until aircraft maintenance: 121.8

Summary:
The crew was airborne at 0645L. Arrived on station at 0650L. P1C1 calibration flights flown. W10B, H10B, N10B. Wheels down at 0930L.

Comments:
None

Flight collection plans for 30 Jun 2019:
Complete Calibration flights

Flight Crew:
Lidar: Nick Marusich
Spectrometer: Matt DeVoep

Forecast Weather: